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1 ELMo

In 2016, the predominant use of ‘neural networks’ in NLP was to insert type-based word
embeddings like GLoVE or GenSim (implementation of Word2Vec) into existing models.
ELMo (Embeddings from Language Models) from AI2 came out in 2018 and introduced what
it pitched as better embeddings. It showed across-the-board improvement on a number of
diverse NLP tasks and was, not surprisingly, the best paper at NAACL, given that everyone
knew about it by the time the conference came around (it was first posted in October 2017).
The claim was that this is a set of contextualized word embeddings. That is, instead of
having one representation for bank, the word has a different representation depending on the
context (i.e. sentence) it appears in.

How is this done? Well, first a contextual model of text is needed. That’s easy, we’ve
already seen several. This predates (sort of) Transformer, so ELMo used the predominant
method at the time, bidirectional LSTMs.

LSTMs are trained on plain text for the language modeling task, i.e. predict the next
word (for the forward LSTM) or the previous word (for the backward LSTM). Here’s an
illustration from The Illustrated BERT: 1

1http://jalammar.github.io/illustrated-bert/
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This is trained on the Billion Word Benchmark [1] which is 1B English words from WMT
2011. That probably took a while but AI2 did it so you don’t have to!2

Now an embedding of a word in its context is obtained by running the context (i.e. the
sentence) through the trained bi-LSTM and reading off the hidden state in both directions.
Or, as it turns out, you can take some linear interpolation of hidden states at each layer;
specifically how to linearly interpolate can be chosen by fine tuning interpolation parameters.
However the core embeddings aren’t fine tuned; they’re just produced and used.

What was really cool about ELMo is you could use these embeddings in place of embed-
dings in your previously built models for various tasks and you pretty much got a gain. The
most impressive results presented with the ELMo paper were across-the board lifts in the
GLUE [10] tests by taking SOTA models and substituting in ELMo embeddings:

Here’s a bar graph (sam bowman slides)

2Note: how are the words initially embedded? The paper is pretty murky about this! Best I can figure
they are read in as a character CNN (but I won’t get into the details about this; somewhat also murky
details are in [3] – this is what happens when you don’t use peer review!!
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I should probably mention what these tasks are:

• SQuAD: question answering, extractive. Find the span.

• SNLI: natural language inference, aka ‘entailment’: given a pair of sentences (A, B),
does B entail A, contradict A, or is it neutral to A? If A=‘Three men are stand-
ing in a field’ and B=‘People are standing’, B entails A. If B=‘People are sleeping’,
contradiction. If B=‘The field is covered in snow’, neutral. Classify correctly.

• SRL: determine the semantic roles of text spans as they relate to verbs (e.g in ‘Mary
sold the book to John’, Mary=agent, John=recipient, sold=predicate). Classification.

• Coref: Determine which mentions are of the same entity

• NER: find the spans and label with entity type

• Sentiment: classify sentence sentiment in a 5-way label

2 OpenAI GPT

Not to be out done, in June 2018, OpenAI improved upon ELMo in a paper that IMO didn’t
get too much attention [7], maybe because it wasn’t even put on ArXiv AFAICT, let alone
submitted for publication. It had the following differences from ELMo:

• Transformer architecture instead of biLSTM. Along with that, using BPE.

• Designed directly for task prediction, with no other architecture, and carried with it a
notion of fine-tuning ; a task (e.g. multiple choice question answering) is turned into
input sequences (e.g. question, separator token, answer choice). The topmost hidden
unit after reading the last word is connected to a feed-forward classifier. Cross entropy
on the classifier back-propagated.

• Trained on different data (Books corpus = 800M words)

GPT is essentially a Transformer decoder without source attention to an encoder. In other
words, it uses masked self-attention that only looks to its left. If it didn’t, the topology of
Transformer means it could ’cheat’:
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Here’s an illustration of how task prediction works. You structure your input data as a
series of sentences and then put a feed forward/linear layer on the end to map to classification.

I didn’t actually hear GPT until reading the BERT paper...maybe BERT had better
marketing.

3 BERT (images from Jacob Devlin slides)

ELMo had a few months of glory (and everyone(?) ignored GPT) until October 2018 when
Google struck back with BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformer)
[2], clearly riffing on the muppet theme.3 Like GPT, BERT used Transformer and subwords
(though it used google’s slightly different WordPiece [11]). BERT also used the fine tuning
paradigm. But there were more important differences:

• New objectives: Bidirectional prediction using word masking and next sentence pre-
diction

• More structured two-sentence representation, class token for predictions included dur-
ing training (first word of every input is the otherwise unused [CLS]).

3Yes, there were more muppet themed papers: GROVER (Generating aRticles by Only Viewing mEtadata
Records.) [12], ERNIE (Enhanced language RepresentatioN with Informative Entities) [13] (I think there
were two ERNIEs actually). There was something branded ‘big bird’ but it wasn’t part of the paper name.
The trend seems to have eased, thankfully.
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• Pretraining+Fine Tuning recipe

• Trained on a lot more data (Wikipedia = 2.5B words + Books corpus = 800M words)

• There’s a large version of BERT with tons of parameters: for L=layers, H=hidden
units, A=attention heads, BERT-BASE = (L=12, H=768, A=12, Total Parame-
ters=110M) = same size as GPT; BERT-LARGE = (L=24, H=1024, A=16, Total
Parameters=340M)

In ablation studies, the BERT authors claim the key is in the pretraining tasks: GPT
and ELMo just pretrained on the language model objective (predict next word).

To pretrain, BERT masks out 15% of the words from its training data and then tries to
predict them (15 seemed to be the magic number):

BERT also structures its input in the following way:

An encoding value is learned (same value on each position) for ‘sentence 1’ vs ‘sentence
2’ and added to each embedding. This is how data is then set up (see above). The [CLS]
token is used instead of the last word token used in GPT.

Two pretraining losses are calculated. For each MASK token, the top level hidden unit
corresponding to each MASK predicts a word from the vocabulary (well, loss for probability
of the correct word is calculated). Only sometimes (10%) a random word is used instead
of [MASK] and sometimes (10%) the right word is used, but the 15% of words we need to
predict in this pretraining are specified in the training corpus. Note that now self-attention
can span the entire sentence.

Additionally, a next sentence prediction task is used: Either sentence 2 is the next
sentence or it isn’t, and this is learned by feeding the top hidden unit for [CLS] into a
binary classifier.

Apart from pre-training, BERT uses per-task fine-tuning. Here’s a diagram from the
BERT paper comparing the two:
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Fine tuning is the same idea as before, though BERT can be used both in classification
and tagging paradigms (so could the other models, presumably). Here are the setups (from
BERT paper):

Here’s an overview comparing the topologies of ELMo, GPT, and BERT (from BERT
paper):
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Results were significant:

The tasks:

• MNLI: like NLI but done over many genres, supposed to be less biased (we’ll get into
that)

• QQP: Quora question pairs: given two questions, are they asking the same thing?

• QNLI: SQUAD converted into a binary NLI task (does this sentence answer the ques-
tion?)

• SST-2: Binary sentiment analysis

• CoLA: Given an english sentence, is it ‘acceptable’ to native ears (‘Bill’s book has a
red cover.’) or not (‘The Bill’s book has a red cover.’)

• STS-B: Sentence pairs annotated with score from 1 to 5 on semantic similarity

• MRPC: Are two sentences semantically equivalent?
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• RTE: Like MNLI but much less training data

An additional GLUE task, WNLI, is the Winograd challenge (Resolve ‘it’ in ‘The trophy
didn’t fit in the suitcase because it was too big/small.’) At BERT publication no model,
including BERT, outperformed majority baseline (65.1). (This has since changed.)

A quick followup from Facebook, RoBERTa (Robustly Optimized BERT pretraining
Approach) [6]:

• Even more data. Everything in BERT (Book Corpus and Wikipedia = 16GB uncom-
pressed) plus Common Crawl news (76 GB after filtering) plus web text data linked to
from reddit with 3+ upvotes (38 GB) plus a subset of common crawl filtered to look
like winograd stories (31 GB).

• Unlike BERT, masking was done multiple times on sentences.

• Next Sentence Prediction as described in the BERT paper (but possibly not in the
implementation) seems to hurt, so it was removed. Just masking is used. (So what
happens to the CLS token training? Presumably only fine-tuning is used to make it
meaningful but this is somewhat unclear to me.)

• Using the same training settings as BERT, and the same data, RoBERTa was better.
When adding more data and training even longer it was even better.

There have since been many more:

• DistilBERT [9]: Almost as good as BERT but a lot faster and smaller

• AlBERT [4]: A Lite BERT. same idea.

• BART [5] BERT but a sequence-to-sequence model, useful for generation and classifi-
cation

• T5 [8] really big Transformer trained on Common Crawl filtered for English, then
fine-tuned on a lot of tasks all at once

• Multi-language versions of these

• Domain-specific versions of these
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4 HuggingFace

A major aid to experimentation is HuggingFace (https://huggingface.co/) which has
come to prominence by making these models and others not discussed here available as
pretrained PyTorch with common user interfaces. They are relatively easy to use and it’s
easy to compare different models and see which works best on your task. Check them out
at https://github.com/huggingface. (I have no relationship with this company, I’m just
happy they’ve made my students’ lives easier!)

5 GPT-2

OpenAI, presumably not happy with being overshadowed by BERT, but not really interested
in branding any better, released the paper “Language Models are Unsupervised Multitask
Learners”4 that described GPT-2 in February 2019. It was trained on 8m documents, 40gb
of text, sourced from outbound links from Reddit. The biggest model, at 1.5b parameters,
exceeded SOTA performance considerably on a variety of LM sets even though it was not
adapted to them. It was even able to do well (but not SOTA) on machine translation,
question answering, and summarization tasks just by passing in natural language sequence
prompts that attempted to elicit the kind of task response desired (e.g. inputting an article,
then “TL;DR”, then allowing the system to generate. The thing that really made the news
was the (cherry-picked) ‘unicorn’ story. The other thing that made the news was OpenAI’s
refusal to let nearly anyone actually use the full system for the first year or so, claiming it
was ‘too dangerous.’ So there was a lot of skepticism.

4https://d4mucfpksywv.cloudfront.net/better-language-models/language_models_are_

unsupervised_multitask_learners.pdf
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6 GPT-3

In 2020 OpenAI released “Language Models are Few-Shot Learners”5 which heralded the
release of GPT-3 in a paper that was 72 pages long (GPT-2 paper was 24 pages long) and
that described a model with 175b parameters. It was trained on 570gb of text (500b tokens)
from common crawl, their previous data set, and some other ‘high quality’ data sets. When
prompted with only a few examples (and sometimes with none at all) it outperformed SOTA
on a wide variety of tasks, including common sense reasoning tasks, machine translation,
question answering, and others. This time OpenAI set up an API and web interface so that
researchers and others could use the models. The results have been really excellent though

5https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.14165
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sometimes care is needed to prompt appropriately.

With somewhat less fanfare, in March 2022 OpenAI released ‘Training language models
to follow instructions with human feedback’6 and replaced its GPT-3 models with these.
Even the smallest (1.3b param) models were shown to be preferred to GPT-3 175b by users.
They were fine-tuned to respond better to user prompts. They use reinforcement learning to
do this in a way I don’t fully understand yet. The major innovation seems to be to fine-tune
to what users of the API are actually doing, rather than to NLP benchmark data sets. The
authors also claim these models are less toxic than previous models.

Recently (September, 2022) prices for GPT-3 were dropped significantly and GPT-4 has
been promised (but not yet as of this writing released).
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